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Group Drama                                      Information for 
Parents and Students 

 
Why	do	Drama?	

We	 believe	 that	 Drama	 significantly	 helps	 young	 people	 to	 develop	 as	
mature,	 confident	 and	 well	 rounded	 adults.	 	 Drama	 students	 study	 the	
human	 condition	 through	 the	 exploration	 of	 significant	 writers,	
performance,	in-depth	discussion	and	research.	

We	witness	our	students	develop	their	thinking	and	become	more	aware	
of	 the	 lives	other	people	 lead.	 	 They	become	 less	 insular,	more	outward	
looking	and	they	find	a	much	greater	understanding	of	how	other	people’s	
experiences	affect	their	behaviour	and	attitudes.	 	This	equips	them	to	go	
out	into	the	world	confidently	and	respectfully.	



Working	Together	

We	 find	 that	 students	 gain	 a	 deep	 sense	 of	 the	 benefits	 of	 working	
cooperatively,	the	joy	of	working	hard	together	to	achieve	excellence	and	
the	importance	of	respecting	each	other’s	individuality	within	the	group.	

Our	students	glow	with	pride	when	they	have	worked	hard	and	achieved	
success.	Their	self	esteem	grows	and	they	feel	empowered	to	do	more.		

We	 aim	 to	 recognise	 and	 acknowledge	 achievement	 and	 teach	 our	
students	 to	 use	 criticism	 as	 a	 valuable	 tool	 to	 help	 them	 improve	 their	
work	and	progress.	

We	encourage	students	to	honour	commitments,	to	finish	projects	and	to	
see	 themselves	as	a	valuable	member	of	 the	group.	 	We	expect	 them	to	
support	and	respect	each	other,	to	learn	to	trust	and	rely	on	each	other.	

We	want	students	to	feel	safe	to	push	themselves	to	meet	challenges,	to	
experiment	and	undertake	a	wide	variety	of	performance	styles.	
																		 

What	will	Students	Gain?					 						 	

We	 provide	 aspiring	 and	 talented	 young	 performers	 with	 exceptional	
theatre,	 performance	 and	 communication	 skills	 and	 knowledge	 so	
enabling	 them	 to	 audition	 for	 Drama	 School	 and	 University	 with	
confidence.	

Students	 will	 gain	 outstanding	 communication	 skills,	 a	 deeper	
understanding	of	human	nature,	a	wider	knowledge	of	 important	writers	
and	 a	 greater	 curiosity	 of	 life	 which	 will	 take	 them	 into	 new	 areas	 of	
research	and	knowledge.			



They	 will	 emerge	 better	 equipped	 to	 cope	 with	 life,	 ready	 to	 meet	 the	
challenges	 and	 opportunities	 of	 the	 future	 and	 able	 to	 contribute	 as	
valued	people	on	whatever	paths	they	choose	to	take.	

For	 many	 students,	 Drama	 is	 positively	 life	 changing.	 Participating	 in	
exciting	 projects	 results	 in	 students	 forming	 strong	 friendships,	 finding	
vastly	increased	confidence	and	self	esteem	and	a	realisation	that	they	can	
do	things	they	hadn’t	previously	thought	possible	

What	Will	Students	Need?	

Students	 are	 encouraged	 to	 wear	 “Rehearsal	 Blacks”	 for	 performance	
classes;	black	 long	sleeved	T-shirts,	comfortable	black	 jogging	trousers	or	
similar	and	soft	black	shoes	such	as	plimsolls	or	jazz	shoes.	

Students	who	are	dressed	for	Drama	are	more	focused	and	energetic!	

Group	Examination	Courses	

Students	will	be	supplied	with	most	items,	but	may	need	to	provide	some	
things	 themselves.	 They	will	 need	 full	 scripts,	which	are	usually	 given	by	
The	Drama	School,	but	occasionally	you	may	have	to	purchase	one.	These	
can	 often	 be	 found	 cheaply	 online.	 We	 have	 an	 extensive	 costume	
department	 and	 can	 normally	 supply	 most	 things,	 but	 students	 are	
sometimes	asked	to	provide	their	own	shoes	and	contemporary	clothing.	

	

Short	 plays	 can	 be	 entered	 for	 both	 LAMDA	 and	 Vanguard	 Group	
Examinations.	 	 Students	 are	 marked	 as	 a	 group	 and	 not	 individually,	
although	 they	will	 receive	 individual	 certificates.	 The	 entry	 fee	 is	 shared	
between	the	group	members.	



Plays									 						 						 	

Plays	 are	 chosen	 for	 different	 reasons,	 sometimes	 for	 Festivals	 and	
Examinations,	but	often	just	because	we	will	all	enjoy	doing	them!		

We	 make	 sets	 and	 find	 suitable	 props	 and	 costumes	 and	 provide	 an	
exciting	 theatrical	 experience.	 	We	perform	all	 the	plays	 in	 the	adjoining	
URC	which	has	a	lovely	stage	and	comfortable	seating	for	our	audiences.	

Why	is	Drama	important?	

Drama	 and	 the	 other	 Arts	 are	 often	 relegated	 to	 second	 class	 subjects	
these	days.	But	what	would	the	world	be	like	without	Storytelling,	Theatre,	
Film,	TV,	Poetry,	Music,	Song,	Dance,	Art	and	Design?	 	We	would	 lose	all	
our	 culture;	 these	 arts	 are	 the	 avenues	 in	 which	 we	 express	 and	 share	
deep	human	emotions,	 thought	provoking	 ideas	and	 interpret	our	world.		
Life	without	culture	would	be	a	frightening	and	gloomy	place.		

Drama	 makes	 us	 laugh	 and	 cry,	 it	 entertains	 us	 and	 explores	 what	 is	
happening	in	the	world,	often	confronting	our	complacency	and	making	us	
think	about	things	in	a	different	way.	

In	 repressed	 societies	 the	 Arts	 are	 often	 the	 channels	 of	 hope	 through	
which	people	express	 their	 ideas	and	challenge	 regimes.	Playwrights	and	
writers	are	often	in	the	forefront	of	revolution.  

 						 	



What Are We Going To Do In Group Lessons?	

We have been teaching drama successfully for many years and so 
normally students join existing groups. They get to know everyone 
and learn as they go along. Sometimes in our Junior Groups we 
have a number of students all enrol at once, so we ease them in 
gently. 

 

     Junior Groups        
 
We use a series of fun drama games which everyone will be able to 
manage while we assess their level and ability and we all get to 
know each other whilst having fun. The last thing we would want is 
for children to feel unable to manage; confidence is so critical for 
Drama, so it's best to start with the achievable.  
 
These games are really useful in Drama, they are used differently 
from “party” games in that we are focusing on speaking and 
listening, observation, voice work and clear speech, memory, 
concentration, portraying feelings and emotions, using facial 
expressions and physicality, building confidence and trust and 
many other acting skills.  The children can start to make friends and 
trust each other. 
 
As we go on, the games become more complex and we introduce 
improvisation and role play so that the students can explore 
different characters and learn how to create them realistically and 
interact with other characters. We teach them to react and respond 
in character. 
 
Drama is learnt through games, role play and improvisation until 
children have the ability to manage a production or a play using 



the skills they have learnt.  We are keen that children have fun 
whilst they are learning and that they suddenly realise how much 
they know later on when they start to put it into practice in plays! 
The children may use puppets to tell stories or use costumes and 
dressing up to create characters.  Sometimes we use story telling or 
pictures to stimulate imaginations.  We use a whole range of 
activities to promote excellent acting and communication skills. 
 
Our approach is a gradual building of in-depth, individual skills, 
rather than the instant more superficial showy methods, so this 
takes time, but leads to much greater ability in performance, 
presentation and gives students lifelong transferable skills. 
 
As students progress through the groups, we gradually introduce 
different forms of writing and literature to inspire them, such as 
verse and poetry, prose in the form of myths and legends, fairy 
tales, interesting stories and, later on, plays and great writers for 
the students to explore through performance.  
	

					Intermediate	Groups					 	

As	the	students	gain	skills	and	become	more	confident,	they	will	probably	
choose	to	start	doing	plays	from	time	to	time.		We	use	one	act	plays	which	
are	not	too	long.	Depending	on	numbers	and	abilities	within	the	group,	we	
bring	 them	 a	 selection	 of	 plays	 for	 them	 to	 look	 at	 and	 from	 which	 to	
choose.		They	may	select	from	a	wide	range	of	styles,	from	comedies	and	
classics	through	to	plays	about	heroes	and	villains	or	war.	

If	they	are	ready,	and	they	all	want	to,	they	may	be	offered	opportunities	
to	enter	a	play	in	The	All	England	Theatre	Festival	and	so	take	their	play	to	
local	theatres	with	paying	audiences	and	have	a	real	theatrical	experience.	



Some	of	their	classes	will	be	workshops	on	theatre	and	acting	skills.	They	
will	 do	 lots	 of	 improvisation	 so	 that	 they	 learn	 to	use	 their	 imaginations	
quickly	and	become	responsive	and	spontaneous	actors.		

Advanced	Groups																 	

This	 group	will	 have	opportunities	 to	perform	 in	 the	All	 England	Theatre	
Festival	 and	The	National	 Theatre	Connections	Plays.	 	 They	will	 continue	
learning	more	complex	theatre	skills	 through	workshops,	script	work	and	
improvisation.	 	 They	will	 have	 occasional	 one	 off	 workshops	 from	 other	
teachers	to	enhance	their	skill	set	and	knowledge.	

The	 students	 will	 learn	 further	 acting	 technique	 and	 theory	 through	
practical	lessons	and	performance.		

They	 will	 find	 out	 about	 significant	 theatre	 practitioners	 such	 as	
Konstantin	Stanislavski	and	Bertolt	Brecht	so	they	can	apply	their	methods	
to	their	work.	There	will	be	occasional	workshops	about	Shakespeare	and	
other	significant	and	influential	writers.	

The	 courses	 are	 almost	 all	 practical,	 with	 students	 learning	 through	
improvisation,	devising,	rehearsal	and	performance.		

We	encourage	all	our	students	to	be	part	of	a	vibrant	and	hard	working	
creative	team,	participating	in	all	aspects	of	the	production.	

We	expect	students	to	be	punctual,	respectful	and	committed	to	their	
production	and	to	their	group.		They	must	make	themselves	available	for	
rehearsals	and	performances.	They	may	not	drop	out	of	a	play	once	cast.	



				 				 	

Theatre	Trips	

Students	 will	 be	 invited	 to	 go	 on	 Theatre	 trips	 from	 time	 to	 time	 to	
broaden	 their	 knowledge	and	 to	 see	how	other	 companies	present	 their	
work	and	so	learn	from	professionals.		We	discuss	what	we	have	seen	and	
students	are	able	to	discern	strengths	and	weaknesses	and	find	inspiration	
in	the	performances	and	productions	we	see.			

	

Our	groups	have	many	exciting	opportunities	and	many	feel	that	the	plays	
they	 have	 done	 and	 the	 skills	 they	 have	 learnt	 through	 Drama	 and	
Performing	have	been	life	changing.			



The	friendships	formed	in	the	groups	are	often	likely	to	be	life	long	as	they	
all	share	such	special	memories	and	experiences.	

We	hope	we	can	provide	you	with	excellent	skills,	exciting	experiences	and	
build	lots	of	happy	memories	for	you	to	take	with	you	when	you	move	on.															

We	look	forward	to	welcoming	you	to	The	Drama	School.	


